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1.

I herewith irrevocably permit DIU to permanently archive and maintain the electronic version of the above
mentioned document in full text format as well as to publicly provide it on a server hosted by SLUB Dresden
for the free use on the internet. DIU is allowed to transfer the document including the descriptive data I
provided (metadata) on equal terms to other libraries, archives and open-access-portals, especially to the
German National Library and the Special Subject Collection libraries of the German Research Society (DFG).
I am free to dispose of the work in another way if this doesn’t result in reducing the rights granted to DIU by
this declaration.
Yes, I also irrevocably permit DIU to transfer the document, including the describing data provided by myself,
to relevant companies, for the reproduction via print on demand.
No, I don’t permit DIU to transfer the document, including the describing data provided by myself, to relevant
companies, for the reproduction via print on demand.

2.
3.
4.

I hold the rights of use pertaining to this document, and I hereby assert that its publication will not violate the
rights of any third party. In case of doubt or in case any supposed or real impediments arise I will immediately
inform DIU. I indemnify and hold DIU harmless from any third-party claim caused by competing rights.
When the document has been edited by DIU, I shall check the metadata (which DIU if appropriate may alter
and complete) as well as the internet version of the document concerning completeness, authenticity and
readability.
DIU is allowed to alter data if technical development so requires (e.g. data migration for the sake of
professional long-term preservation of digital documents). This may not lead to any changes in content.

Publication of qualification requirement (bachelor’s thesis, master’s thesis, et al.)
I assert that the electronic version corresponds exactly with the submitted printed version and with the version
approved by the examiner resp. examination board.
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Signature
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